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Automatically create mail-like tabs and split messages into inbox folders. * Works with Outlook 2000,
Outlook 2003, Outlook 2007, Outlook 2010, Outlook 2016, Outlook 2019. This add-in will: *

Automatically create a tab for each email. * Automatically create a message folder for each inbox
folder. * Auto-resize the view based on message size. * Preset tab colors and padding. * Saves typing
by automatically placing sub-messages in their own tab. * Searches and finds your messages in their
own tabs. Download OutlookTabs 1.72 OutlookTabs is a handy addin designed to add a tabbed email
feature to Microsoft Outlook. OutlookTabs is the missing piece to Microsoft Outlook. With the help of
this addin, you can turn email into a faster, more productive experience. OutlookTabs Description:

Automatically create mail-like tabs and split messages into inbox folders. * Works with Outlook 2000,
Outlook 2003, Outlook 2007, Outlook 2010, Outlook 2016, Outlook 2019. This add-in will: *

Automatically create a tab for each email. * Automatically create a message folder for each inbox
folder. * Auto-resize the view based on message size. * Preset tab colors and padding. * Saves typing
by automatically placing sub-messages in their own tab. * Searches and finds your messages in their

own tabs. Download OutlookTabs OutlookTabs is a handy addin designed to add a tabbed email
feature to Microsoft Outlook. OutlookTabs is the missing piece to Microsoft Outlook. With the help of
this addin, you can turn email into a faster, more productive experience. OutlookTabs Description:

Automatically create mail-like tabs and split messages into inbox folders. * Works with Outlook 2000,
Outlook 2003, Outlook 2007, Outlook 2010, Outlook 2016, Outlook 2019. This add-in will: *

Automatically create a tab for each email. * Automatically create a message folder for each inbox
folder. * Auto-resize the view based on message size. * Preset tab colors and padding. * Saves typing
by automatically placing sub-messages in their own tab. * Searches and finds your messages in their

own tabs. Download OutlookTabsQ: Do

OutlookTabs Download

- Email scrolling and dragging in different email accounts - Save and load email format - Send and
receive email directly with the help of buttons - Reply and reply all with buttons - Sort email by flag,
subject, date, and more - Support for threaded email - Open and send using hot keys - Share links to

multiple email with the help of buttons - Attach files directly from mailbox to - Link email to web
pages - Hide email previews and secure your email from being hijacked - Set email reminders -

Embed images from web pages directly - Send and receive email with a big bold name - Support for
filtering email with the help of buttons - Sort email from multiple folders with the help of buttons -

Forward email to different folders - Async mode where you can make the email processing to happen
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in the background - Support for mobile devices - Allow email address book sync with
Exchange/office365 account - Email reference book as bookmark - Support for Exchange/office365
account - Email security - Support for OCR and OTM - Longest email support of 25K - Support for

multiple accounts - Synchronization of contacts/calendar - Integrated Robust Batch Search - The best
email client - Open a list of emails with tags - Support for email headers - Support for html emails -

Support for autobackup - Support for OWA - Strong encryption protocol - Support for iPhone - Support
for android - Support for all types of Microsoft Outlook - Support for Gmail - Connect with

Exchange/Office365 account - Open all the links in a new window with the help of buttons - Export
email to MS Word/MS Excel - Multi account support - Search from multiple folders - Save attachments
in the address book for later access - Show email previews with the help of buttons - Notification on

new email - Tabs for email and contact - Multiple accounts support - Support for autobackup -
Support for hotmail - Password protection for the tab - Open multiple emails at once - High speed -
Bug free - No popups - Fully Customizable - Inbuilt spell checker - Support to reply and reply all -

Support for customized mail signature - Filter messages - Support for custom folder - Three types of
filters - Support for a custom html email background - Support for threaded email - b7e8fdf5c8
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OutlookTabs is Outlook addin, intended to create Outlook "Tabs" in the taskbar and in the ribbon,
leaving the main pane empty, similar to Yahoo! Mail Tabs. The user can also create new tab groups
and aligns them using 4 patterns. OutlookTabs Features: - Have All Your Microsoft Outlook Tabs in
One Place - Add a Tabs in the ribbon of Microsoft Outlook - Windows XP, Windows Vista and Windows
7 Supported - Organize your tabs using user defined group styles - Add or Edit tabs, groups with ONE
or MULTIPLE tabs in the main window. - Removes All Other Outlook Tabs - Create new tab groups or
drag tab groups to the position you want. - Hide/Show tabs. - Drag tabs to the desired place. - Resize
the tabs. - You can even drag and drop empty space on the left side of the Ribbon. - Set different
colors for the tabs with the user defined color sets - Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7 and
Windows 8.1 supported. OutlookTabs is a very user friendly addin. It has helped me a lot in
organizing my email. OutlookTabs makes a difference in Microsoft Outlook. With the help of
OutlookTabs, you can create unlimited number of tabs (each tab by itself can be a seperate email) in
a single window, make them dragable and sortable. If you want to add tab structure to your own
email, then OutlookTabs can give the required effect. Now it is becoming more important to design
email so that it will be easy to read and to stay organized with such tab structure. OutlookTabs will
definitely make this task very easy for you. Tabs are the most convenient way to organize your
email. They can be sorted and grouped and you can have multiple tabs in one email and even more
multiple tabs in one group. You will not be able to accomplish this task on regular tab panel. With the
help of OutlookTabs, you can create unlimited number of tabs (each tab by itself can be a seperate
email) in a single window, make them dragable and sortable. If you want to add tab structure to your
own email, then OutlookTabs can give the required effect. Now it is becoming more important to
design email so that it will be easy to read and to stay organized with such tab structure.
OutlookTabs will definitely

What's New in the?

1. Quick create emails. 2. Quick reference. 3. Access any email folder without opening it. 4. Use any
email address or shortcut, regardless of the email address. 5. Quickly switch between folders, move,
forward or reply to email. 6. Quickly share your emails with friends and colleagues. 7. Sync your
Outlook profile. 8. Set read mail on your email address. 9. Turn email into a presentation with a click!
10. Set your favorite colors to make email more readable. OutlookTabs Features: * Quick create
emails: With the Click of a button. * Quick reference: Everything you need is at your fingertips. *
Access any email folder without opening it: See any email in any folder with the click of a button. *
Use any email address or shortcut, regardless of the email address: Use any email address or
address as a shortcut to an email address, irrespective of the email address. * Quickly switch
between folders, move, forward or reply to email: With the click of a button, easily switch between
folders, forward, move or reply to any email. * Quickly share your emails with friends and colleagues:
Share any email with friends and colleagues in a snap. * Sync your Outlook profile: Synchronize any
folder with another Outlook profile. * Set read mail on your email address: Don’t miss any email in
your mailbox by setting a custom read mail on any email address. * Quickly turn email into a
presentation with a click! Set any email into a spreadsheet, presentation or document with a click of
a button. * Set your favorite colors to make email more readable: Enjoy the beauty of email with just
the click of a button. OutlookTabs Demo: OutlookTabs Requirements: Outlook 2007: Outlook 2010:
Outlook 2013: Outlook 2016: Windows 8 and below: All versions of Windows 7: Outlook 2007, 2010 &
2013: Outlook 2016: Outlook for Android: Outlook Mobile: Out
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System Requirements:

Operating Systems: Windows XP/Vista/Windows 7/8/8.1/10 Linux/Mac OS X Minimum RAM: 512 MB
RAM OS Requirements: Microsoft Internet Explorer 9, 8, 7, or later. Google Chrome, Firefox, Safari, or
any other web browser. Firefox or Safari cannot be used on XP. Chrome cannot be used on Windows
7 and below. You may have a problem with Java if you are using a 64-bit version of
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